REUSABLE FACE MASK

ATTENTION
WASH WITH CHLORINE
BLEACH BEFORE USE
see care instructions on back

COLOR MAY VARY

P/N: SSP-LBT.RFM

READ BEFORE USE

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

P/N: SSP-LBT.RFM

GENERAL PUBLIC: CAN BE USED UP TO 12 WEEKS ONCE WASHED
MEDICAL STAFF: WASH DAILY
Effective for up to 75 washes for both the general public and medical staff.
FOR WASHING:
MACHINES WITHOUT BLEACH DISPENSER
1. Use detergent as usual per load requirement.
2. Add 1/2 cup of Clorox or store brand bleach to a normal sized full laundry load. (Or follow directions on label of your
bleach product). **DO NOT USE COLOR SAFE BLEACH or FABRIC SOFTENER.
3. Add mask/clothes/other items to laundry load (Recommended: To wash with like colors )after adding detergent and
bleach.
HIGH EFFICIENCY MACHINES AND OTHER MACHINES WITH DISPENSERS
1. Use detergent as usual per load requirement.
2. Add Clorox or store brand bleach to fill line in dispenser based on size of the load. (Or follow directions on label of your
bleach product). **DO NOT USE COLOR SAFE BLEACH or FABRIC SOFTENER.
3. Add mask/clothes/other items to laundry load (Recommended: To wash with like colors ).
**Bleach activates the fabric properties to aid in blocking the air born virus and bacteria. This material retains the
chlorine from the bleach to kill 99% of bacteria and viruses while you are wearing it.
FOR DRYING:
1. Air dry or tumble dry on low.

WEAR INSTRUCTIONS

1) Locate the formable wire
intended to mold to your
nose. This indicates the top
of the mask. Pull the bottom
mask elastic over your head
and rest on your neck.

2) Raise the bottom elastic
on your neck, it should be
positioned just below the ears.
Locate the top elastic band.

3) Pull the band over your
head so it is seated on the crest
of your head. If positioned
correctly the band should
not come into contact with
your ears.

4) Place your fingertips on
either side of the nose at the
top of the mask. Slide your
fingertips down both sides of
the formable wire to mold the
area to the shape of your nose.
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